
 
 

Dear parents of LHSC ~ 
 
This is Nadine Martinez, and I have some exciting news.  As many of you know, I am an 
avid photographer.  My background and career for 20 plus years was television 
production.  The demands with that kind of job didn't really agree with the time and 
demands necessary for raising a family.  I was blessed to be able to stay home to raise 
our four children.  You may know Josh and Jake who swim for LHSC.  I love to 
photograph sports.  There is something about capturing that real emotion in pictures.  I 
am approached several times during our swim meets and asked, "Where can I see 
these pictures you are taking?".    
Well I am now starting up a photography business!  I have uploaded pictures from the 
summer conference meet and two of the home dual meets we had to my website.   The 
PASSWORD for the LHSC Gallery is: lightning.   From here you can view and 
purchase prints or the digital download of your favorite prints to do with as you please. 
You are able to crop photos to your liking.  The prices are very inexpensive.  If you 
would like any of your pictures produced with special effects (examples on my home 
slideshow), please e-mail me the image number and describe what you might like done.  
For a small additional fee I will re-upload that picture for you to view and purchase.  Also 
please let me know if there might be another print size you might be interested in. 
 
There is really no way for me to organize these pictures, the conference meet folder 
alone contains over 3,500 pictures.  So it is up to you to go through and locate your 
photos.  Of course you  will notice that it starts with Girls 8u then Boys 8u and continues 
on in event order from there. 
 
I also have no control over the shipping costs which are pre set by the partner labs.  It 
may be more cost effective to combine orders with friends, or even somehow coordinate 
team orders. 
 
My website is: 
www.orangetreephotography.com 
 
Any questions can be e-mailed to: nadine@orangetreephotography.com 
 
A percentage of all sales will be given back to LHSC. 
 
Thank you, many of you, you know who your are...for the support and encouragement 
you always offered me to follow this dream. 
 
 
~Nadine Martinez 
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